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A LAW OF JUST TRANSITIONS?
PUTTING LABOR LAW TO WORK ON CLIMATE CHANGE*

There appears to be an emerging framework that allows for a Just Transition to operate on several levels, ranging from the global-societal level down to workplaces and local communities. This framework is grounded in some well-established social practices in the face of job challenges, and is reflected in the ongoing work of the ILO, the trade unions, national and local governments, business and industry, and community-based organizations. However, it is a framework that has been structured around a principle and a goal. The principle holds that the costs and benefits of a transition to sustainability should be shared widely across society. The goal is to generalize this principle at the level of policy. Steps are being taken here and there to turn the Just Transition approach into reality, but there is still a long way to go before it becomes a policy norm.

- United Nations Environmental Programme, 2008

1. INTRODUCTION

The ‘Law of the Horse’ is a well-worn metaphor used by legal scholars to demonstrate the quintessential non-legal field. The anecdote proceeds like this. Lots of law concerns horses: consumer law, animal welfare and veterinary laws, gaming law, tort law, and so forth. We could cluster these disparate laws together, stamp the name Horse Law on it, and call it a new field of legal study and practice. Lawyers who practiced in the field could be ‘Horse Lawyers’, law schools could offer courses in Horse Law, and bar associations could charter new Horse Law chapters. The value of the anecdote rests in the claim that we do not recognize the Law of the Horse as a distinct legal field, and we are therefore challenged to ask why not. What distinguishes the non-legal field

---

* My thanks for helpful comments to Carla Lipsig-Mumme, Harry Arthurs, Dimitris Stevis, JB Ruhl, James Salzman, Alice Kaswan, and participants at the ‘Work in a Warming World’ conference at the University of Toronto in 2013 and the Labour Law Research Network Conference at the University of Amsterdam in 2015, where earlier versions of this paper were presented. Thank you to Natalie Macdonnell for valuable research assistance


Horse Law from the many recognized legal fields, such as consumer, family, insurance, labor, and environmental law?

All new legal fields must confront their Law of the Horse moment, when a decision is made that a new legal field is warranted or desirable because developments in the law or in the world around us have outgrown existing legal taxonomies. Environmental and labor law confronted theirs at different points in the mid to late 20th century. Labor law came into its own as a distinct legal field in the years surrounding the Second World War; environmental law is a much newer field, dating only from the 1970s. Before that, there were common law torts, rules of contract, and government regulations affecting labor and the environment, but no one had cobbled them together and suggested they be treated as distinct legal fields. Something happened that spurred their recognition as new, distinct fields of legal study. Other legal fields have had their Law of the Horse moment more recently. Health law is an example, as is energy law, sports law, technology or cyber law, entrepreneurial law, and disaster law.

Sometimes new legal fields evolve as corollaries of established fields, or at least an attempt is made to accomplish this result. This evolutionary process has been taking place in both environmental

---


3 Ruhl & Salzman, *supra* note 1 at 999-1000.


6 Ibrihim & Smith, *supra* note 1.

and labor law in recent years. Labor law scholars fear the erosion and perhaps eventual demise of their field as the standard employment model and ‘labor’ as a class and a movement erodes. They have sought to reinvent the field as labor market law, or the law of economic subordination and resistance, among other possibilities. In environmental law, climate change is perceived by many to be a game changer that will welcome unprecedented new challenges that will strain the traditional boundaries and coherence of the field as presently constructed. Environmental law scholars have proposed new legal fields such as climate change law, climate adaptation law, and environmental justice law. The futures of both environmental and labor law are uncertain.

This existential crisis the two disciplines share. Beyond that, they traditionally have had little in common. They are concerned with difficult sorts of social and economic problems; they are balancing different types of interests; they deploy different legal rules, techniques, and modes of reasoning, and use different discourses. Environmental law scholars and lawyers rarely speak to their labor law counterparts. They publish in different journals, attend different conferences, appear before different tribunals. The goals and outcomes of environment and labor law often conflict. Labor law is concerned with producing more and better jobs, a process often enabled by strong
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10 See, e.g., collected works in Davidov & Langille, Boundaries, supra note 2
15 Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 1; R. Craig, Stationarity is Dead—Long Live Transformation: Five Principles for Climate Change Adaptation Law, 34 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 9
consumerism ethic.\textsuperscript{17} Environmental law too is concerned with job creation and preservation, but also with the impacts of consumerism and production on climate, air, and water quality and other harmful effects on the natural environment. The seeds for conflict in this are readily apparent, and environmentalists and labor organizations have frequently found themselves on different sides of policy debates.\textsuperscript{18}

For these reasons, and more, the prospects for the emergence of a legal field that brings together labor and environmental law seem bleak. On the other hand, both fields are in a period of self-reflection, facing the prospect of an uncertain future. This uncertainty has led scholars in the respective fields to look outward in search of potential allies, and to contemplate new narratives around which their fields could be adapted to ensure their continued vitality and relevance. It is hardly surprising that environmental law scholars would focus on climate change as a possible foundation around which to organize a revitalized legal field. Climate change poses among the greatest, most complex legal policy challenges humanity faces today, and traditional environmental law is obviously well situated to be part of the solution.\textsuperscript{19}

But climate change is a complex, cross-sectional problem that will have implications for many other fields of law as well, including labor law. Some jobs and industries will disappear, while others will emerge or expand. An economic transition towards ‘green jobs’ may introduce new challenges to existing legal models; new pressures will be brought to bare on unemployment, adjustment, and training strategies; labor market patterns and practices may be affected in unpredictable ways as

\textsuperscript{17} See the Royal Society, \textit{TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION} (2000), arguing that present trends in consumption are unsustainable and must be restrained, particularly in rich countries.

\textsuperscript{18} Ben Obach, \textit{New Labor: Slowing the Treadmill of Production}, 17 \textsc{Organization & Env’t} 337 (2004)

\textsuperscript{19} Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 2 at 978; H. Doremus, \textit{Adapting to Climate Change with Law That Bends Without Breaking}, 2 \textsc{San Diego J. Clim. & Energy} L. 45 (2010)
governments, employers, workers, and unions adapt and adjust to environment-related changes. There will be winners and losers in labor markets, and labor law has always been interested in these sorts of distributional, justice-based concerns.

However, labor law scholars have thus far participated little in the ongoing debates about climate change, and its potential impact on law, legal scholarship, and legal taxonomy. This article marks an early contribution to that discussion. It theorizes a new legal field called Just Transitions Law (JTL). The concept of “just transitions” has roots in the global labor movement, but more recently important international legal bodies, including the International Labour Organization (ILO) and the United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP), have recognized its potential contribution to public policy at both the national and supranational levels. JTL advocates transitional legal and policy responses and planning that recognize the need for economies to move towards cleaner jobs and production techniques in order to reduce greenhouse gases (GHGs). At the same time, it argues that those policies must be guided by a theory of justice that recognizes that economic transformations of this sort will produce both positive and negative impacts for workers, communities, and nations, and that these impacts should be distributed in a just and equitable manner. Therefore, the boundaries of JTL would be defined by both a factual matrix [laws that affect and influence the transition towards a lower GHG economy], and a normative theory of justice [the distribution of costs, risks, and rewards associated with this transition should be distributed in a just manner].

---

20 S. Dupressoir et al., CLIMATE CHANGE AND EMPLOYMENT: IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT IN THE EUROPEAN UNION: 25 OF CLIMATE CHANGE AND CO2 EMISSION REDUCTION MEASURES BY 2030 (Brussels: ETUC; Social Development Agency; Wuppertal Institute, 2007); Carla Lipsig-Mumme (ed), CLIMATE AT WORK (2013)

We are no doubt a long way from recognizing JTL as a distinct legal field. However this paper argues that there is nevertheless value in theorizing about what such a legal field might look like. The exercise encourages scholars of labor law, environmental law, and environment justice (among other legal fields discussed in this paper) to examine their fields through a different critical lens. When we examine at the challenge of governing climate change through JTL, we might see new paths of dialogue and regulatory strategies that would be missed if the various legal fields remain enclosed within their own intellectual silos. The paper proceeds as follows. Part 2 considers the legal taxonomy scholarship in order to assess when it is appropriate to develop new legal fields, as well as the significance of this exercise to our understanding of the law. Part 3 examines recent efforts by legal scholars to develop a legal field organized around the defining feature of climate change, noting the absence of labor law voices in this debate. Part 4 explores the origins of labor and environmental law as distinct legal fields and the challenges presently confronted by both fields. The challenges of bringing labor and environmental law together are explored in Part 5. Finally, in Part 6, the paper discusses three possible proposals for bringing labor law insights into the climate change dialogue, including the most promising option of developing a Law of Just Transitions. The paper concludes by sketching the broad contours of the subject matter that would comprise JTL.

2. **LEGAL TAXONOMY**

Legal taxonomy, the categorization of legal fields, helps construct our understanding of legal knowledge and the role of law in society.\(^{22}\) Recognizing a legal field of study can legitimize not only the lawyers and academics who practice and research in the field, but also the non-governmental

\(^{22}\) S. Smith, *Taking Law Seriously*, 50 U. Toronto L.J. 241 (2000) at 244: “We draw classifications in law not just for the sake of classifying but because classifying rules, cases, and so on is a large part of what acquiring legal knowledge means”; S. Warren & Louis Brandeis, *The Law of Ponds* 3 Harv. L. Rev. 1 (1889)
organizations (NGOs) and ‘think tanks’ that inhabit it. This recognition can influence not only resource allocation and access to funding for those actors, but also the weight given their opinions and arguments. Legal fields produce legal experts whose specialization give credibility to the field in public policy debates. Specialized lawyers go forth into their field and develop new legal rules, new techniques, and new modes of legal reasoning that can impact social and economic policy.

Professor Emily Sherman described the benefits of legal categorization as follows:

[O]rganisation of law into categories...facilitate[s] legal analysis and communication of legal ideas... [A] comprehensive formal classification of law provides a vocabulary and grammar that can make law more accessible and understandable to those who must use and apply it. It assembles legal materials in a way that allows observers to view the law as a whole law. This in turn makes it easier for lawyers to argue effectively about the normative aspects of law, for judges to explain their decisions, and for actors to coordinate their activities in response to law.

The growth of environmental law as a recognized field of study in the early 1970s gave greater prominence and influence to professional environmental law associations. Strong legal fields have a symbiotic and sometimes embryonic relationship with government departments and government funding. For example, as labor law hit its peak of influence in the 1960s-1970s, so too did the influence of labor ministries and labor departments within government, and as collective bargaining faded, so too did labor law's influence in government and in the legal academy.

---

23 Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 1 at 989; “Depending on the circumstances, then, creation of a new field can serve political ends by legitimating a social movement, enhance efficiency by providing a focal area for technical expertise, ensure effectiveness by reorienting laws and policies in a more productive structure, or some combination of all three.”


25 For example, the Canadian Environmental Law Association was formed in 1970, just as law schools began to teach Environmental Law as a distinct course. In 1978, the Ontario government began funding the organization as a specialty legal clinic. See CELA website: http://www.cela.ca/whoweare , and discussion of CELA’s origins in Emond, supra note .

Some legal fields owe their distinction to a legal mode of reasoning or rationality. Tort and contracts are examples. Legal fields such as environmental, labor, sports, and family law acquire their legitimacy, on the other hand, by offering insights into specialized corners of our world. As Professor Brian Langille has explained, “[s]ubjects like labor law take a dimension (a chunk, a slice) of human life such as work, family, or trade between nations, and then draw together all of the law which applies to that aspect of life.” What interests legal taxonomists is the question of which slices of life make sense as hubs around which to bundle legal rules into distinct legal fields. Langille describes the controversy as follows:

> [H]ow is one to know whether one has carved up reality ‘at the joint’ as it were. How do we know we have a coherent and appropriate subject if we obtain it by simply looking at life without a guiding legal framework to tell us where to carve? On this approach one could (and some have) come up with categories such as ‘swimming pool law’... The thinking is—here is a part of reality, swimming pools, and we should draw together all of the law which applied to them (people can be injured in them, they can be bought and sold, they raise planning and environmental issues) and write a text, or offer a course, to satisfy our need to address all of these issues comprehensively.”

We do not could cobble together all those laws that affect horses, or swimming pools, because legal scholars do not do believe those slices of life are meaningful in a legal sense.

The task of legal taxonomy is to identify which ‘slices of life’ are factually distinct and legally meaningful. Scholars have described this exercise in different terms. However, common to most accounts is the idea that legal fields should contribute something new to our understanding of the world and law’s role in it, which might otherwise be missed if law was not categorized in this way. There must be coherence to the legal story that is produced by the legal field, such that it improves

---

27 Langille, *supra* note 3 at 15
28 *Id.* at 13-16.
29 *Id.*
30 Ibnham & Smith, *supra* note 2 at 77.
31 *Id* at 79.
32 Langille, *supra* note 3 at 16.
our understanding of law if we organize legal materials together in this way." This is Langille’s point when he notes that a proper carving up of reality into a legal field should result in the whole being greater than the sum of its parts: “[T]here must be a benefit to be obtained from an overview of all of the law which bears upon our chosen category in the form of insight which would be lost if we did not carve reality here”. Aagaard makes essentially the same point when he argues that a legal taxonomy “is useful if the organizational framework reflects patterns that reveal something important to us about the materials being classified.”

Those patterns include factual similarities that make it is sensible, and feasible, to bundle law together at a particular point, such as “laws affecting employment” or “laws relating to the pollution”. However, factually distinct patterns alone are a weak form of legal coherence. Factual patterns can change or become more complicated in ways that overburden a legal field founded on little more than a distinct factual narrative. A stronger coherence is driven by a clear, shared value or set of values that guides how we think about law in a particular subject domain. Legal fields that derive their coherence not just from factual commonality, but also from a shared underlying value or belief system, from “a set of distinctive, fundamental principles” or “a constituting narrative”, are more versatile and adaptive. They are also more likely to expose helpful patterns in the law that advance our understanding of our world, or that expose existing limitations in the law.

34 Langille, id. at 16.
35 Aagaard, supra note 2 at 227; E. Elhauge, Can Health Law become a Coherent Field of Law 41 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 391 (2006) at 370; “[D]o we gain insights from thinking as a group about the set of legal materials grouped under this rubric?”; Lessig, supra note 3 at 502; Ibriham & Smith, supra note 3 at 84 [a field of study should offer “unique insights about law”]
36 Aagaard, supra note 2 at 231.
37 Tarlock, supra note 13 at 218, 228: “One of the primary characteristics of a distinct area of law is that it contains a relatively unique set of core principles distinguishing it from other areas of law”.
38 Langille, supra note 3 at 19.
New legal fields emerge when legal scholars in the field decide to carve up the world in an original manner. This can occur because existing legal categories are missing an important part of the story about the law that can be told only if the law is reorganized as proposed. That is the story of labor law, for example, as will be recounted below. Sometimes new legal fields are proposed in the wake of fundamental changes in the factual matrix that underpin established legal fields, or in recognition of significant new events that strain the boundaries of existing legal classifications. Internet or cyber law is an obvious example. Climate change may be another; its widespread impacts could have profound effects on our social and economic models.

3. **Climate Change Law?**

Environmental law scholars are debating whether existing legal classifications are sufficient to explain, conceptualize, and manager the challenges introduced by climate change. Professors Ruhl and Salzman have argued that, “climate change will impose radical changes on society and that the law will...need to adapt in similarly radical ways”. New legal fields have been proposed to take up that task, including “climate change law” and “climate adaptation law”. Proponents argue that climate change calls into question base line assumptions that have shaped existing social, economic, and legal patterns. As a result, legal fields that relate to biophysical change—environmental law, water law, natural resources law, and land use law especially, but also agricultural law, insurance law, and littoral-property rights—are ill-equipped to deal with the dramatic changes that will be wrought

---

39 Lessig, supra note 2; Easterbrook, supra note 7.
42 Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 2; Craig, supra note 15; M. Gerrard & K. Kuh (eds.), *The Law of Adaptation to Climate Change: United States and International Aspects* (2012)
by climate change. These scholars argue that when we “look out the window” to see what is going on in the real world, we should focus on climate change, and all of the ways that it engages the law, or should engage the law. Only a legal field that organizes law around the unifying concept of climate change will be responsive enough to deal with the complexity of a warming world.

Proposed legal fields like climate change law or climate adaptation law would reclassify law along ecological fault lines. They would cross traditional legal fields and (re)bundle together all laws that relate in some way to either the causes or effects of climate change. Whether this exercise would result in a meaningful, distinctive, coherent legal field—whether it would add something new to our legal understanding that might otherwise be missed—is a matter of scholarly debate. A taxonomy based around climate change would also raise difficult boundary issues: given the vast range of human activities that can impact climate, and all of the laws that regulate those activities, how do we know a climate change law when we see one?

How that question is answered could have important implications for other legal fields, including labor law. When we ‘look out the window’ at the existing legal world through the lens of climate change, what parts of the law that presently govern or effect work relations do we see? So far, the legal scholars leading the charge for a new legal field organized around climate change have seen little that interests them. Legal scholars have explored possible intersections of climate change and other legal fields, such as: energy law, water law, maritime law, immigration law, environmental law, land planning law, insurance law, disaster law, even military law and securities (disclosure) law. But labor law is mostly ignored. There are few (if any) articles, books, or chapters on ‘climate change and labor law’. This does not mean that climate change will have no impact on employment and

---

41 Ruhl & Salzman, id. at 1012.
42 The window metaphor is borrowed from Langille, supra note 3 at 15.
43 See the collection of articles in Gerrard & Kuh, supra note 42, covering off many of these subject areas. See also: A. de Sherbinin et al., Preparing for Resettlement Associated With Climate Change 334 SCIENCE 456 (2011)
work patterns; there is widespread belief that it will. There is a large body of non-law scholarship examining tensions and cooperation between environmental groups and labor organizations. But the intersection of climate change law and labor law remains largely unexamined.

This might be explained by a lack of expertise in labor law by those leading the climate change law discussion. Or, there may be an assumption that existing labor laws are robust enough to adapt to climate change without any fundamental transformation: climate change will no doubt alter work patterns, but the details of how working conditions are governed by law need not undergo a dramatic transformation due to a warming climate. Just like family law, for instance, it is possible to imagine new factual scenarios and challenges arising within the labor law field caused by climate change. But if we accept that the laws we presently use to govern family-related and work-related problems are pliable enough to manage these new scenarios, then we would not expect much emphasis within labor law on climate change and environmental issues.

However, law could also be re-organized in different ways that draw greater attention to important interrelationships between environmental, climate change, and labor law. Remapping the boundaries of law might provide us with a clearer picture of the challenges we face in adapting to climate change. Those challenges include how to protect workers in industries that will suffer or disappear altogether as a result of climate change, while also devising legal and policy mechanisms that will pursue a fair distribution of rewards that will accrue from positive labor market developments due to climate change, including the development of new industries and economic opportunities.


Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 2 at 993-994, discussing how Family Law and other legal fields that do not depend on assumptions about the biophysical world will not be threatened directly by climate change.
4. A TAXONOMY OF LABOR AND ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

Although environmental law and labor law are well situated to play important roles in a new legal field organized around climate change and work, the two fields are not natural allies. Labor law is concerned with striking a balance between worker and employer interests, while considering impacts on the economy and society more broadly. While the principal private actors in the labor law system (workers, employers, and their respective associations) sometimes disagree over the share of the economic pie, both sides usually agree that a bigger economic pie is better than a smaller one, that more production is better than less. This expansionary vision must be fed by strong consumer demand and spending.

However, the forces of economic expansion and consumerism are often not aligned with the goals of environmental protection. Alan Schnaiberg describes the drive for ever-expanding production that comes at the expense of environmental degradation as “the treadmill of production”. Labor law facilitates collective bargaining for the purpose of empowering workers to bargain a greater share of the spoils of their economic contribution to production. However, the outcomes of this process, including higher labor costs, propel capital to expand production, while limiting other costs of production. Slowing production, or imposing new costs on employers in order to reduce environmental harm and emissions, sometimes an outcome of environmental law, may be contrary to the goals of labor law, at least in the short term. This potential clash of interests between the goals of labor and environmental law can be better understood if we reflect briefly upon the origins of the two legal fields, and the sources of contemporary angst within both fields.

A. The Origins of Labor Law

---

A. Schnaiberg, THE ENVIRONMENT: FROM SURPLUS TO SCARCITY (1980)
The origins of labor law as a distinct legal discipline vary by nation, fluctuating in large measure on the timing of industrialization, the relative strength and development of indigenous labor movements, and law’s efforts to restrain and manage labor conflict. As Professor Harry Arthurs has described, “labour law [in English speaking countries] effectively emerged as a full-blown academic discipline only in the years before and after the second world war.” That occurred because legal scholars of the day saw value in re-bundling those parts of tort, contract, and administrative law that dealt with work-related disputes and situating them under the new banner of Labor Law. But what was that value?

This question has received a lot of attention from labor law scholars in recent years. The debate comes in two fundamental parts. The first asks what has been the traditional, or historical, foundation of labor law as a discipline. What made it an appropriate field of legal study during the New Deal era and in the period that followed? The second part asks whether that explanation, or justification, has stood the test of time, and if not, what might replace it as the defining concept or ‘constituting narrative’, as Langille puts it.

Most labor law scholars agree on the answer to the first part. Labor law evolved to deal with what were perceived by scholars to be the special problems associated with the waged employment relationship, owing to the inherent imbalance of bargaining power that characterized it. The central normative pillar of labor law was the insight that the contract law model applied to the employment relationship left the individual worker vulnerable to opportunism, coercion, and

---

4 Arthur, supra note 12 at 3. See also discussion in Estlund, supra note 26 at 6.2-6.4; Langille, supra note 3.
injustice at the hands of the more powerful employer. That injustice was manifest in low pay, long hours, economic insecurity, and dangerous working conditions. Since society has an interest in human beings not being unjustly treated, and in an economic system that produces a fair and sustainable distribution of wealth and privilege, it was deemed necessary and desirable for the state to intervene through law to prevent injustice in the employment relationship. The legal rules used to achieve this ends—both collective bargaining rules and regulatory standards—were the subject of the legal field of labor law.

Central to this understanding of labor law were two concepts captured by the slogans: ‘labor is not a commodity’ and ‘inequality of bargaining power’. Together, they carved out labor law’s distinctive normative ground. Inequality of bargaining power is not itself a unique to waged labor, and nor is it considered particularly problematic in the contract law world. However, since decent employment is so central to human social and economic well-being and development, as well as to political stability, labor law’s central normative claim is that the employment relationship should not be treated as just another mundane market transaction. The labor relationship demands a theory of justice, and labor law as an academic legal field was organized around that theory.

The second part of contemporary debates in labor law is less settled. It asks whether this labor law narrative remains persuasive. A number of developments have strained the traditional story. Firstly, the employment relationship has undergone fundamental changes since the 1940s. Far

---

52 Id. See also, Hugh Collins, Theories of Rights as Justifications for Labour Law in Davidov & Langille, Boundaries, supra note 3 at 137.
53 See Langille, supra note 3 at 23: “Labour law is thus primarily conceived as a set of interventions in the Labor market, that is, in the negotiation process for contracts of employment. That point of all this is, of course, ‘justice’ in this part of our lives, that is, in employment relationships.... When employees negotiate contracts of employment they suffer from an ‘inequality of bargaining power’. As a result, they will not obtain just outcomes.”
54 David Beatty, Labor is Not a Commodity in J. Swan & B. Reiter, eds., Studies in Canadian Contract Law (1980), 313; Langille, supra note 2 at 105-106.
55 See Arthurs, supra note 51.
fewer workers are engaged in the standard, full time employment relationship that most of our existing labor laws are designed to govern. As a greater segment of the working population falls outside of the traditional employment model, the descriptive, explanatory, and predictive power of legal models designed to instill justice into that model declines.

Secondly, this shift away from standard employment has exasperated the declining presence of trade unions, which were already under threat from a variety of other sources. Economic restructuring in most advanced economic nations away from highly unionized goods manufacturing has cut into union density. In the United States, unions represent only about 6 percent of private sector workers, and collective bargaining coverage is eroding throughout much of the advanced of the economic world. Collective labor law—the rules governing union organizing, collective bargaining, collective agreements—has always dominated the field of labor law. However, as unions fade in importance, so too has interest in the legal infrastructure designed to regulate their activities.

Thirdly, the importance of ‘labor’ as a class has declined. Fewer people define themselves as members of the ‘working class’, and political parties historically linked to that class are moving away from class-based politics and policy definition. Fourthly, serious, sustained attacks against the core labor law narrative have put the legal field on the defensive for decades. Most notably, neoliberal law and economics scholars have developed powerful market-based critiques of labor law’s claim to

---

58 Estlund, supra note 26.
59 Arthurs, supra note 51 at 18-19; M. Crain & K. Matheney, Labor’s Identity Crisis, 89 CAL. L. REV. 1767 (2001)
special legal protections in antitrust laws, and have mocked the claim that inequality of bargaining power in employment creates a social or economic problem requiring protective legislation.\textsuperscript{60}

These forces have coalesced to create a crisis in labor law, as noted by Arthurs:

If labor’s identity is dissolving, if class generally matters less, if workers’ issues have fallen off the public policy agenda, the familiar ‘constituting narrative’ of labor law ceases to constitute.\textsuperscript{61}

This crisis of legitimacy has caused serious soul searching within the labor law academy. Some scholars have sought to redefine ‘the boundaries’ of the field to ensure its continued relevance moving forward, as we will see below.\textsuperscript{62}

\section{B. The Origins of Environmental Law}

Environmental law is an even younger legal field than labor law. It evolved in North America only in the 1970s.\textsuperscript{63} Before then, there was law that regulated issues related to the environment, but the intersection of law and the environment was addressed in tort (nuisance, trespass, riparian rights) and administrative or regulatory laws that touched on pollution and clean water issues. Prior to the 1970s, there were no law school courses called Environmental Law, and no textbooks that consolidated the laws into a coherent field of study. Professor Paul Emond describes the situation as it existed in the late 1960s:

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{61} Arthurs, supra note at 20
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{62} See collection of articles in Davidov & Langille, \textit{Boundaries, supra note 3.}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\textsuperscript{63} Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 2 at 982; Aagaard, supra note 2 at 251-82; Richard Lazarus, \textit{Thirty Years of Environmental Protection Law in the Supreme Court} 17 PAC. ENV’T L. REV. 1 (1999); Tarlock, supra note 13; Paul Emond, \textit{Are We There Yet?} 46 OSGOODE H.L.J. 219 (2008) at 222
\end{quote}

(explaining how Canadian environment law was initially inspired by developments in the United States, in particular the passage of the \textit{National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. 4321})
There was no such thing as "environmental law" in those days. It was not taught in law schools; there were no professional associations charged with promoting the practice of environmental law; and there were certainly no firms whose practice was exclusively or even partially restricted to environmental law.” Instead, there was optimism that, with enough imagination, a good lawyer (or law student) could cobble together tort, property, and perhaps criminal law to stop, or at least severely curtail, any pollution problems.

Professor Lazarus has described how early American environmental lawyers debated the merits of proposing and developing a new legal field of environmental law, and how some believed that the best strategy was to resist the temptation to forge a new field and instead argue that “there is nothing at all unique about environmental law”.

In the end, this position did not win the day, and a conscious decision was made by leading legal scholars, environmental activists, and policymakers to cobble all of the various tort and administrative laws together under the new heading of 'Environmental Law'.

Environmental law is (mostly) accepted as a distinct legal field today. However, even among environmental law scholars, there is no clear agreement on what makes it so. The difficulty can be demonstrated in a simple question: How do we know an environmental law when we see one?

Some statutes seem to be a natural fit, such as environmental protection and clean water legislation. This type of legislation is concerned with 'the natural environment' and the impact of human activity on it. Yet can environmental law be reduced to the study of laws that have environmental affects? If so, then where does the boundary of environmental law begin and end. As Aargaard
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notes: “If environmental law includes all laws that affect the environment, then virtually every law could fall within that definition because almost every law affects human behavior, and almost every human behavior affects the natural environment in some respect.”

This boundary problem has left environmental law scholars struggling to define what distinguishes their field from ‘non-fields’ like horse and swimming pool law, and concerned about the sustainability of the field. This is a challenge that frequently arises when legal fields are premised solely or primarily on the basis of factual slice of life, as discussed earlier. If environmental law entails nothing more than the cobbling together of laws that consider the environment, or that impact it in some way, then it “seems uselessly broad”. Put differently, if all we are doing is grabbing at disparate laws that seem to have something to do with the environment and placing them under the banner of environmental law, then it seems unlikely that this field is contributing any genuinely new legal insight—it is not teaching us something we would otherwise miss.

Environmental law scholars have moved on several fronts to meet this challenge. One argument is that modern environmental problems and challenges are too complex and multifaceted to be dealt with piece meal through a spattering of seemingly unrelated tort rules and administrative statutes.

For example, Lazurus has argued that what distinguishes environmental law is the complexity of the causes and effects of ‘ecological injuries’ with which it is primarily concerned: ecological injuries can be irreversible and continuing; injuries are not jurisdictional specific and can affect broad areas; injuries are often temporally distant, actions now may not result in manifest harm until later; the complexity of ecological harm creates uncertainty, so that much of the law is about risk management rather than actual, provable impact; injuries are usually the result of a chain of events
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and activities, so assigning blame is a highly complicated exercise; the types of damages in environmental law are not always economically quantifiable. Environmental law tells a “story” about the complexity of cause and effect in the case of ecological damage that is missed when that damage is treated as just another incident of tort or administrative law.

Another approach has been to construct a normative boundary for environmental law, organized around some guiding principles, such as ‘protecting the environment’ from harm caused by human activities. With this normative agenda in mind, scholars have proposed principles to guide environmental policy and legal decision-making. David Westbrook argued that environmental law’s coherence derives from the fact that it is law’s way of responding to the difficult challenge of fitting the normative pursuit of collective environmental protection into the dominant political orthodoxy of ‘liberalism’ that pervades western thinking and is based in the pursuit of individual autonomy. Because much of what environmental law does cannot be defended as advancing individual human autonomy—indeed, it often restricts that autonomy—it forces us to question our view of the relationship between humanity and the world. Environmental law, says Westbrook, “forces liberal theory to ask after the future”.

However, Aagard argues that attempts to link environmental law’s coherence to the normative goal of protecting the environment misstate what the field is really about. Much of the law that is considered to fall within the boundary of environmental law is not about ‘protecting the environment’ at all, or at least that is not it primary objective:

Environmentalism does not predominate in current environmental law. And there is little prospect of that changing significantly in the future. Instead, environmental law reflects a
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balance among a variety of competing values and interests, which include environmentalism but also other, arguably more powerful, values such as maintaining traditional patterns of resource exploitation and resistance to government regulation.\textsuperscript{78}

Aagard argues what primarily distinguishes environmental law are its factual characteristics. It deals with ‘physical public resources’ (public lands, air, water, wildlife) which are not privately owned, and which give rise to complex competing usage claims and well-known collective action problems.\textsuperscript{79} The “special difficulties” associated with regulating conflicting use claims is what “lies at the heart of all problems that arise in environmental law”.\textsuperscript{80} Resolving these conflicts is particularly challenging due to the ‘pervasive interrelatedness’ that defines the world’s ecological system.\textsuperscript{81} Actions here can affect ecological outcomes there, though the causal ripple effects may difficult to track, prove, and assess. Environmental law draws attention to this interrelatedness in ways that might be missed if environment-related issues were left to “insular subfields” of law.\textsuperscript{82}

5. THE INTERSECTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND LABOR LAW

Although environmental and labor law scholars have not much interacted over the years, they have recognized that their fields do occasionally overlap, or at least can influence one another. In some respects, legal rules and statutes falling within the scope of labor law are also environmental statutes. The most obvious example is occupational health and safety laws, which control exposure to and use of deleterious substances in work settings. There is overlap when those substances are also

\textsuperscript{78} Aagard, \textit{supra} note 2 at 256.
\textsuperscript{79} Ibid. at 266; Westwood, \textit{supra} note 67 at 652; G. Hardin, \textit{The Tragedy of the Commons} (1968) 162 Sci. 1243 at 1245.
\textsuperscript{80} \textit{Id.} at 265.
\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Id.} at 268.
\textsuperscript{82} \textit{Id.} at 282.
harmful to the environment, so when unions fight for greater controls on harmful substances in the workplace, they are also making an environmental argument.83

However, other than instances of direct statutory overlap of subject matter, the ‘environment’ has usually been treated as just one of various external systems that can affect labor law. Just as labor laws and the outcomes of workplace level negotiations can be influenced by changes or disturbances in the political, economic, cultural, and social makeup of a society, so too can climate affect labor law outcomes. For example, climate influences the range of labor market activities and employment levels available in a region, as well as the relative bargaining power and strategies of workers, unions, and employers.84 Environmental laws can also impact the labor law subsystem. For instance, new regulations limiting emissions or requiring ‘green’ production equipment or techniques can affect production systems in ways that impact working conditions, cause layoffs, or create downward pressure on labor costs. These effects will influence the negotiating strategy of labor law actors, and possibly shape the substance of rules and practices that emerge from the labor law system.

The point is that environmental law and labor law are semi-autonomous legal fields, inhabited by their own set of actors and operate according to their own logics and discourses. Yet each recognizes the other as an occasional source of exogenous influence. This is how environmental and labor law scholars have traditionally perceived their worlds. Not surprisingly, legal scholars in the two fields have only infrequently interacted. On the other hand, the actors who inhabit the environmental and labor law subsystems have long interacted. For decades, unions and environmental groups have engaged in dialogue, engagement, cooperation, and conflict when their

interests intersect. Cooperation and common cause describes some of those interactions, exemplified by the Blue Green Alliance, a coalition of unions and environmental organizations. Other times, labor and environmental groups have clashed. The source of conflict between workers and unions and environmental groups and other citizens usually resides in the age-old trade-off between ‘jobs and the environment’. There is a wealth of literature by social movement and labor studies scholars, but rarely legal scholars, examining these interactions.

Labor and environmental regulation can certainly influence the interactions between environmental and labor actors. However, law does not tend to play a major role in the literature that studies those interactions. One reason why is that labor law and environmental law are concerned with fundamentally different policy projects and objectives. Labor law is the system of rules used to regulate work-related conflict between workers and employers. Its objectives are to strike an appropriate balance between employer efficiency interests (productivity and profitability) and worker interests in more decent jobs, within a system characterized by ‘inequality of bargaining power’. The objective or environmental law is to strike a different sort of balance, between protection of the environment from harms caused by human activities, on one hand, and the desire to produce or save jobs, on the other hand.
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Thus, in their own ways, both labor and environmental law are concerned with producing and protecting jobs, while enabling efficiency, productivity, and profitability, within a capitalist economic model. Both involve government imposed legal restrictions on commerce and freedom of contract in pursuit of broader public policy goals. In short, both systems of law impose a countervailing power on unbridled economic activity. But the countervailing interests involved are very different, and often are in in conflict. Labor law aims to protect workers; environmental law seeks to reduce pollution and climate-related harm. The two fields are engaged in different sorts of balancing exercises, requiring different technical expertise, employing different discursive tools and legal logics, with different histories and actors. However, climate change may be bringing the two legal fields together.

6. THREE PROPOSALS FOR BRINGING LABOR LAW INTO THE CLIMATE CHANGE DISCUSSION

Devising policies that tackle climate change while recognizing the need for more decent jobs is among the most difficult policy problems the world faces today. It is no less a challenge for legal scholars precisely because the complex problem crosscuts multiple fields of law. A non-exhaustive list of legal fields potentially affected by climate change includes labor, environmental, water, securities, energy, human rights, insurance, immigration, tax, civil litigation and class action, torts, contracts, corporate, and international and transnational law. Attempts to cobble together under a single banner all of the law potentially relevant to climate change will run into a familiar problem. What would make that exercise legally meaningful?

As noted above, some environmental scholars have proposed new legal fields such as climate change law or climate adaptation law. Proponents of these new fields argue that no existing field has the capacity to recognize and deal with the complexity of climate change, and its impacts on society and the economy. These proposals vary in their approach to defining the new legal field, but the substance of the law that interests them are mostly environmental laws, along with related fields like energy, water, land use and planning law. Labor law rarely appears in their sightlines, although sometimes ‘justice’ issues do. In particular, as we will discuss later, some environmental justice scholars are very aware of how climate change, and efforts to regulate it, raises important equality and justice issues.

There has to date been little effort to develop a new, coherent legal field that combines insights from labor and environmental law in a manner that could help us wrestle with the complexity of climate change. This may be due to the fact that labor law scholars have been largely absent from climate discussions. Yet labor lawyers have something important to contribute to the debates about climate change, and law’s role in addressing it. A legal model to address climate change should promote public voice, and recognize the many public and private actors already engaged in dialogue, contestation, and problem solving around climate mitigation and adaptation. It should include a theory of justice that recognizes that there will be costs and benefits to societies associated with climate change, which should be distributed in an equitable manner. As noted by Regan, a “climate change framework informed by the lens of labor rights could include both the moral
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elements of the individual rights of the laborer and economic focus of traditional climate change agreements.\textsuperscript{93}

And climate change demands a regulatory solution that overcomes market failures and well-known collective action problems associated with environmental degradation.\textsuperscript{94} As political commentator and activist Naomi Klein noted in a recent speech about climate change to labor leaders: “It is not hyperbole to say that our future depends on our ability to do what we have so long been told we can no longer do: act collectively.”\textsuperscript{95} Few legal fields know more about harnessing collective voice and power in pursuit of social and economic justice than labor law. With this in mind, the remainder of the paper explores three possibilities for a new legal field organized around climate change that could bring a measure of internal coherence to a field that will by necessity bring together a wide range of legal fields.

A. \textit{A Law of Economic Subordination and Resistance}

Harry Arthurs has offered one vision for a re-imagined role for labor law that has expanded potential for a legal field that could respond to the challenge of climate change. He proposed a ‘counter-factual’ to the constituting narrative of labor law. He questioned what might have had occurred if, rather than rallying around the slogan “labor is not a commodity”, early labor law scholars had carved their reality differently:

Suppose that during the inter-war years—in say 1920 or 1930—...the pioneers of labor law had decided that abuses attributable to disparities of economic power were not unique to labor markets. Suppose that they therefore invented not labor law but ‘the law of economic subordination and resistance’? Suppose that they had developed a body of legal learning that dealt comprehensively not just with the regulation of employment relationships and

\textsuperscript{93} Id. At 250.
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labor markers, but of all relationships in which individuals share experiencing economic subordination, resisting it though various strategies of self-defense and seeking legal redress against it in various legal forums.  

Arthurs engaged in this counter-factual as a device for proposing a new way forward for labor law. The central insight, the basis upon which this model carves off a portion of reality for legal study, is economic subordination and resistance to it. It builds on the insight that workers in an employment relationship are “but one representative example of the experience of many groups under capitalism, for all of whom there should be some protection.” As Arthurs notes, re-mapping the legal field in this way offers the potential of new integrations of what have “up to now been separate subjects, specialties or discourses.”

We can imagine a legal textbook called *The Law of Economic Subordination and Resistance*. Arthurs provides us with a list of possible chapters spanning a wide range of subject areas beyond just labor laws and worker and union protests and strikes, including: rent control laws and ‘rent strikes’; consumer rights laws and consumer boycotts; welfare laws and welfare ‘sit-ins’; competition rules and farmer cooperatives; insider trading and minority shareholder protection laws and investor activism; government banking regulations and public bailouts of corporations and countervailing “Occupy”-like resistance movements; and trade laws and ‘anti sweatshop’ or anti-free trade campaigns. Arthurs did not include land use and environmental law, and the countervailing environmental justice resistance movement, but he could have.

‘Environmental justice’ is both a social justice and resistance movement and a strategy of legal engagement. It may also have risen to the level of a distinct legal field, though that is contested. Ruhl & Salzman, supra note 2, argue that environmental justice is a distinct legal field. My thanks to
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high profile oppositions to the locations of hazardous waste landfills. Environmental justice activists and scholars surveyed the distribution of benefits and harms flowing from the application of environmental and land use laws and found that the harms were disproportionately burdened by visible minority communities. Like labor law, environmental justice’s defining narrative is based in notions of distributive justice and collective voice of economically subordinate groups. As Kaswan notes, “the environmental justice movement brought together two concepts that had rarely been joined: environment and justice.”

Also like labor law, environmental justice has roots in a bottom-up resistance movement critical of a dominant legal system that benefits economically and politically powerful, privileged segments of society. The emphasis in environmental justice is on distributive and political justice, particularly along racial and socio-economic lines, across a variety of legal fields, principally environmental law, land use and planning law, water law, and energy law. Labor law too is concerned with distributive and political justice, its focus being on those laws that intersect at the work site. Because environmental justice treats “environmental problems as only one part of the larger social issues of racism and cultural and economic injustice,” it is a natural ally to labor law in a re-imagined legal field organized around Arthurs’ theme of subordination and resistance.

Professors Ruhl and Salszman and Professor Alice Kaswan, for a thoughtful email discussion on this issue.
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Environmental justice is also central in discussions about the relationship between climate change and the environment, on one hand, and social justice issues on the other. Some environmental law scholars have argued that a legal field organized around the subject boundary of “climate adaptation” should be robust enough to recognize, explain, predict, and address equality or equity issues related to climate change and measures to address it. For example, Ruhl and Salzman argue that climate adaptation law should be guided by three “overarching normative goals”: (1) reducing vulnerability [preventing harm from climate change]; (2) increasing resilience [recovering from climate change harm that is not avoided]; and (3) adaptation equity. The authors explain adaptation equity as follows:

[Adaptation equity] is designed to ensure that the benefits of promoting resilience and reducing vulnerability are distributed fairly. Whose vulnerability is reduced and whose is worsened? The same for resilience. Climate mitigation policy has triggered rousing debates over the equitable allocation of costs between nations and within nations.

Ruhl and Salzman argue that Climate Adaptation Law would analyze law through the lens of their three normative goals, including adaptation equity. They argue that this crosscutting field would produce new insights into challenges to regulation caused by climate change that might otherwise be missed. Among those insights would be observations about the role and affects of organized resistance to injustices produced by climate related legal policies.

A field based on economic subordination and resistance offers a number of benefits. It acknowledges that climate change is related to power relations, both domestically and at the global level. Large and powerful business enterprises produce a substantial proportion of green house
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gases, and citizens of wealthy nations contribute far more to climate harm than do citizens of poor countries. Resistance at both levels by citizens and activist organizations is resistance to power. Situating climate change and environmental degradation within a broader legal field organized around economic power and resistance would help legal scholars recognize patterns in the law that might otherwise be missed if we continue to compartmentalize labor law, environmental law, and environmental justice law. Moreover, it could provide a narrative around which we can make sense of the vast array of laws that affect and are affected by climate change.

But there are also limits to this approach, particularly at the domestic level. Resistance to economic subordination provides a means of bundling together disparate legal rules under a common banner. However, it does not provide us with an obvious normative agenda for law. Sometimes economic power causes harm to society, sometimes it does not; some resistance is valuable, some is disruptive and harmful. Economic power almost always benefits some segment of the population and harms others, while it has a neutral affect on other segments. Arthurs’ proposed field might help us to recognize how law perpetuates economic power and regulates resistance to it, but it tells us little or anything about how to differentiate between good economic power and bad, and good resistance and bad.

This shortcoming matters greatly for the challenge of climate change. An economically powerful corporation may engage in activities that are very harmful to the environment. However, local communities who benefit from high paying jobs created by those corporations may not resist at all. In fact, they may be quite content, especially if the environmental harm is widely dispersed and not immediately apparent to the local community. Citizens outside the local community may not be aware of the harm being done, or may be unable or unmotivated to build a resistance movement. Some problems require collective government response, even when no ‘resistance movement’ emerges to address a problem. A legal field organized around economic power and resistance
would have little if anything to tell us about when that response should occur, and what it should look like.

B. **Human Capital or Capacities Law**

Some labor law scholars have looked to Amartya Sen’s ‘human capabilities’ theory as a promising new direction for their field. Environmental justice scholars too have identified Sen’s capabilities approach as a promising avenue through which to realize the normative goal of justice in environmental regulation. Sen offers a normative foundation based in the idea of ‘human freedom’, understood as social and economic development measured by “the expansion of the ‘capabilities’ of people to live the kinds of lives that they value—and have reason to value.” Langille has noted that labor law has always been about improving human freedom and, in particular, about “contributing to a more fulfilling and freer life” of the sort that people have reason to value. He argued that by remapping labor law around Sen’s concept of human capacities, the field could escape the constraints of the normative claim that “labor is not a commodity”:

Our reason for being interested in contracts of employment is no longer simply an idea of justice or fairness which demands that we need to equalize bargaining power in a certain type of contract. Our new idea of human freedom provides an overarching framework for organizing much of what is not currently central to labor law, such as education, family care (including child care), training and active labor market policies, intellectual property, and so
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on, as well as much of what is currently central to labor law’s familiar categories, such as employment standards..., collective bargaining, health and safety, human rights, etc.”

An important reminder emphasized in Sen’s work is that, “human beings are not merely the means of production, but also the ends of the exercise.” This simple yet powerful idea could guide a new legal field concerned with the regulation of “human capital deployment”. We are still concerned with productivity and economic outcomes, but the normative goal that guides policy and law-making functions is maximization of human freedom.

Professor Roesler advocates a capabilities approach to environmental justice, arguing that “to assess whether a particular environmental rule or policy is fair, we need an approach to justice that focuses on human lives, not just the environmental good or bad being distributed.” That means assessing environmental rules according to “how they restrict or enhance opportunities people actually have to do and be the things they have reason to value.” According to Roesler, Sen’s capabilities approach “directs our attention to how forms of structural oppression, such as racism and class oppression, affect well-being, a concern at the heart of environmental justice.” For Roesler, and other environmental justice scholars seeking to ground their discipline in a broader theory of justice, Sen’s capabilities approach helps demonstrate how environmental injustice is associated with other injustices, including economic injustice.
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In a sense, what [environmental justice] activists have been looking for are not just the minimum conditions necessary for human survival but also factors necessary for human thriving and quality of life. Concerns such as aesthetic and livable communities, places where pollution, odors, and traffic associated with such industrial facilities do not make it impossible to enjoy and play in one’s backyard, connect with neighbors, and have a good sleep at night are indispensable in that respect.
Sen is critical of the definition of sustainable development developed initially in the influential 1987 Brundtland Report, which was: “meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. He notes that the definition had been refined by thinkers like Robert Solow to mean the preservation or improvement of the “standard of living” from one generation to the next. Sen notes that “sustaining living standards is not the same thing as sustaining people’s freedom to have—or safeguard—what they value and to which they have reason to attach importance.” Important human freedoms can be lost even though living standards are preserved.

Sen explains this point as follows:

In the ecological context, consider a deteriorating environment in which future generations are denied the opportunity to breathe fresh air (because of especially nasty emissions), but where those future generations are so very rich and so well served by other amenities that their overall standard of living may well be sustained. An approach to sustainable development on the Brundtland-Solow model may refuse to see any merit in protests against those emissions on the ground that the future generation will nevertheless have a standard of living at least as high as the present one. But that overlooks the need for anti-emission policies that could help future generations to have the freedom to enjoy the fresh air that earlier generations enjoyed.

Sen argues for a “freedom-based view of sustainability”, preserving or expanding “substantive freedoms” without compromising the ability of future generations to have equal of more freedoms. Humans have good reason to value a clean environment and decent jobs, and therefore development policies should incorporate concern for the capacity of humans to enjoy both, now and in the future.
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What precise policy prescriptions would result from a legal field organized around human capabilities and freedom is a matter of debate. However, a benefit of this approach is that it would seem to reject the simplistic contest between ‘jobs and the environment’. Since humans have good reason to value both the capability to exercise human capital in productive means and to live in a world with a clean environment, legal policy would be encouraged to consider both and not trade one of against the other. It steers policy-makers away from too great a focus on short-term economic productivity and encourages a more thoughtful dialogue about how human freedom, today and in the future, are advanced by legal agendas.

C. **A Law of Just Transitions**

There is a third possibility for a new legal field organized around climate change, the environment, and work that draws on insights from the first two: Just Transitions Law (JTL).123 Since the 1990s, the labor movement has rallied around the concepts of ‘green jobs’ and a ‘just transition’ to a lower carbon economy in response to the challenges posed by climate change.124 At the core of a JT strategy is the insight that a transition towards a more sustainable, lower carbon economy change is necessary, and that this transition must be managed with an eye on protecting workers, families, and
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communities through the transitional stage and thereafter. Stevis summarizes the labor
movement’s turn to ‘just transition’ as follows:

Responding to climate negotiations and their significant implications for organizing the
economy, national and global union agendas center around jobs that are environmentally
benign (‘green jobs’) and a transition to a green economy that does not leave workers and
communities behind (‘just transition’).

Unions argue that a JT will require worker and union solidarity and input at the domestic and
supranational level, and a strong labor voice to dialogue with governments, business,
environmentalists, and other important equity seeking organizations. At the core of a just
transitions strategy is the belief that a transition to a ‘greener’ economy is a necessary and desirable
response to threats caused by climate change, and that this transition should be guided by a theory
of justice. JTJL would draw on insights from the growing literature on sustainability transitions and
environmental justice, but place greater emphasis on the role of law and legal policy in steering
economies towards greener practices, with an eye on the distributive outcomes of this transition and
the goal of promoting collective voice by workers, communities, and other stakeholders.

Given the prominent role of labor law in the just transitions vision, it is not surprising that the ILO
has adopted ‘just transitions’ as a policy platform around which to organize its response to climate
change:

It can be said that the notion of Just Transition is in line with the long-standing philosophy
that has inspired the creation and the history of the International Labour Organization: the
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idea that social concerns have to be part and parcel of economic decision-making, that the costs of economic transition should be socialized as much as possible, and that the economic management of the economy is best achieved when there is genuine social dialogue between social partners.\textsuperscript{129}

There is obvious attraction in the concept of just transitions for legal scholars. It brings together environmental law, environmental justice, and labor law in interesting new ways that would allow the fields to work together on the shared legal response to climate change. It provides narrative and normative clarity around which a legal field can be developed. When we ‘look out the window’ at the legal world from the perspective of just transitions, we still see the same vast array of laws that we observed when we viewed law through the lens of climate change alone. But JTL could provide a means of organizing those laws into more coherent story and policy platform. JTL is interested in how law promotes, facilities, or impedes a transition towards a greener economy. This inquiry is guided by a theory of distributive justice.

A. \textit{A Theory of Justice}

There is growing scholarly interest in ‘just transitions’ strategies, but virtually none of it is from labor law scholars. However, a legal field of JTL would include much that is familiar to labor lawyers. A ‘just’ transition adopts the idea that ‘labor is not a commodity’ and all that idea has meant to labor law over the years. It reminds us that climate change policy and transitional strategies must not abandon the goal of decent jobs, opportunities for workers, and economic development, if it is to attract broad public and political support. A just transition envisions an active state using law to tame market forces, which if left unchecked, could produce environmental and economic catastrophe. Professor Stevis describes this perspective as ‘environmental Keynesianism.’\textsuperscript{130}

\textsuperscript{129} Dan Cunniah, \textit{Preface}, 2(2) INT. J. LAB. RESEARCH 121-124 (2010), 123.

\textsuperscript{130} Stevis, supra note 83 at 154.
JTL is guided by a theory of justice encapsulated by the following normative claims (NC). Firstly, climate change is a pressing global problem that market forces alone will not adequately address. Therefore, states should respond through public policy and law (NC1). Secondly, public policy should encourage a transition towards ‘greener’, lower carbon economies (NC2). Thirdly, there will be social and economic costs and benefits associated with climate change, and with the transitional policies aimed at responding to it, and those costs and benefits will also not be equitably distributed by market forces alone. Therefore, governments should seek to minimize the economic and social harms associated with the desired transition to a greener economy, and attempt, through law and policy, to distribute those harms and any resulting benefits in an equitable manner (NC3).

Each of the above claims is challengeable, and of course there is considerable room for debate about which laws and policies would best achieve the objective of a just transition to a lower carbon economy, or whether a just transition is possible or even a desirable objective. JTL scholars would find early work defending the normative claims upon which the field’s foundation rests, or arguing over what those claims should be. But this is true of all new legal fields, and many well-established ones—such as labor and environmental law. These are healthy debates that help shape the legal field and solidify its theoretical core.

NC1 and NC2 are widely accepted by the scientific, political, environmental (even religious) communities. Broad consensus around them explains why the United Nations has for over twenty
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131 There is already a literature critical of the “just transition” agenda: Helen Masterman-Smith, Green Collaring a Capital Crisis? 20(3) LABOUR & INDUSTRY 317 (2010). See also Richard Epstein, SIMPLE RULES FOR A COMPLEX WORLD (1995), at 286-299 for discussion of competing approaches to regulating environmental threats, including pollution, strip mining, damage to wetlands and habitant, and dirty coal.

years convened international conferences and promulgated global framework agreements and protocols aimed at finding political solutions to global warming. NC3 is a key theme in environmental justice scholarship, and aligns closely with Ruhl and Salzman’s concept of ‘adaptation equity’. Environmental justice and law scholars have not focused much on labor market policies, but JTL would invite labor law scholars into the climate change discussion, adding their expertise in matters of equitable distribution of work-related costs and benefits and how law can organize and promote collective voice in key public policy and economic debates.

Just as labor law’s traditional theory of justice, discussed in Part 4 above, guided early labor law scholars as they developed their discipline, so too could NC3 help JTL scholars chart the early maps of their new legal discipline. NC3 informs us about what legal material we are interested in when we look out the window at the cluttered world of laws relating to climate change through the lens of JTL. It is those laws and policies that are directed at, or that affect, the transition towards greener economies, and that influence how the benefits, harms, and risks associated with that transition are distributed throughout societies. The lens through which we would view this subject matter is JTL’s theory of justice, which is guided by NC3. This approach to defining the contours of the legal field of JTL is similar to the framing of labor law, which is distinguished from other legal fields by its subject matter (work and employment) and its traditional theory of justice, as expressed in the slogans “labor is not a commodity” and “inequality of bargaining power”, as discussed earlier.

B. Transitional Law

Finally, JTL is transitional law. “Transitions” refers to a process of system wide change designed to move from one state of being to another, in this case, from a high carbon economy towards a lower

---

135 Ruhl & Salzberg, supra note 3; Roesler, supra note 106.
carbon economy. According to Rotmans, Kemp, and van Asselt, this transition process requires a clear vision, and “an important task for government is to assist in formulating that vision, and to inspire and mobilize other actors.” As noted by the Canadian Labour Congress in an early paper promoting a just transitions strategy, governments need to “anticipate economic change and plan transition...as an integral part of industrial change.” This means working just transitions objectives into policy planning at all stages. Law has an important role to play in that process, including labor law.

Labor law was itself a transitional legal field; it emerged in tandem with industrialization and the growth in waged labor and accompanying worker exploitation and industrial conflict, and the rise of the welfare state as a means of responding to perceived market failures. Labor Law was the means used by the state to plan a capitalist economy that incorporated justice issues into labor market outcomes. Social insurance schemes, such as unemployment insurance and workers’ compensation were part of this movement. However, there are other well-known examples of transitional legal strategies. One is the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community (or ESTC Treaty) of 1951. The ESTC Treaty was ostensibly a regional trade agreement, but its grander objective was a planned transition of the post World War II European market in coal and steel that included a social dimension. Political leaders recognized that many enterprises would collapse under a system of European economic integration and legal ordering was intended to
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136 Jan Rotmans, Rene Kemp, Marjorlein van Asselt, More Evolution than Revolution: Transition Management in Public Policy 3(1) FORESIGHT 15 at 25 (2001)
137 Canadian Labour Congress, supra note 124.
139 Id.
140 Simon Deakin, The Contribution of Labour Law to Economic and Human Development, in THE IDEA OF LABOUR LAW, supra note 105, 156 at 164-165.
142 G. Bebr, The European Coal and Steel Community: A Political and Legal Innovation, 65 YALE LAW JOURNAL 1
provide protections to the victims during the transition stage, as explained by Professor Gerhard Bebr:

... the Treaty provides for a five- to seven year period of adjustment, during which the Community, in cooperation with the Member States, will financially assist and grant temporary protection to the weaker coal and steel enterprises. Financial assistance will aid beleaguered enterprises in specializing their production, modernizing their methods, or otherwise modifying their activities, even to the extent of creating new ones outside the coal and steel industries. The enterprises which are forced to close are given preference in establishing new industries. Before granting such financial assistance, the Community must find the proposed project economically sound and capable of providing employment for the released miners and steel workers. If these adjustments cause unemployment, the Community contributes to the employee's unemployment compensation. The released workers will also receive financial assistance for their re-training and transfer to new industries.143

There is already a rich political science literature on “sustainability transitions”.144 This literature emphasizes the role of public policy and the need to harness private actors towards the objective of transitioning to a lower carbon economy. However, the role of labor law in the planning and implementation of transitional strategies, and the short and long term affects on labor market outcomes of those strategies, have been underexplored.145 JTL would provide the framework through which labor law insights could be incorporated into the sustainability transitions discourse, adding important depth to our understanding of the transition process.

The focus of inquiry is on legal strategies to transition to a lower carbon economy, and how those strategies will produce “just”, or equitable outcomes. JTL is guided by a series of inquiries: What laws and policies could encourage a transition away from high carbon industries to lower carbon

143 Id. at 11
industries? Who will participate in the decisions about how a transition should be implemented, and how should law manage that participation? Who will most benefit by these transitional policies, and who is most at risk from them? And what laws and policies can achieve a more equitable distribution of harms, risks, and benefits associated with the transition? Since transitional policies will inevitably involve job displacement, collective negotiations, a requirement for new labor force skills and retraining, transitional funding schemes to support workers as they transition to the new economy, and decent jobs once those new ‘green’ industries develop, labor lawyers should have a lot to contribute to JTL.

7. Concluding Thoughts on Just Transitions Law: A Way Forward

A challenge for the development of JTL is that the subject draws from so many diverse legal fields. The same challenge confronts Arthurs’ “law of economic subordination and resistance”, and most efforts to remap legal boundaries. Labor lawyers know a lot about labor laws and policy that pursue decent jobs, but next to nothing about cap and trade rules or environmental assessment laws. Environmental lawyers may know something about property and ambient air emissions controls and reporting laws, but few can explain whether unemployment insurance laws fund retraining for workers who lose their jobs as a result of their coal-mining employer being phased out. Environmental justice scholars can explain how land use planning laws produce inequitable environmental outcomes, but not whether occupational health and safety laws do a good job of ensuring windmill factories are safe.\footnote{See European Agency for Safety and Health at Work, WORKING IN THE WIND ENERGY SECTOR (2014), \url{https://osha.europa.eu/en/highlights/safe-working-in-the-wind-energy-sector}; U.S. Department of Labor, Green Job Hazards: Wind Energy [\url{https://www.osha.gov/dep/greenjobs/windenergy.html}].}
A legal field organized around the idea of just transitions would require lawyers, legal scholars, and policy-makers to expand their areas of expertise, and for experts from different legal fields to converge around a new narrative. This presents a challenge, but also a great opportunity at a crucial moment in time when governments are searching for mechanisms and strategies to plan for climate change and the transition towards a greener economy that accounts for the economic and social consequences. JTL would take a holistic view of the role of law and legal planning by drawing together experiences and knowledge from all those legal fields that have relevance to the transitioning process.

A full canvassing of the legal issues and subject matter that would be encompassed in a law of just transitions must be left for another project. However, we can trace out in broad-brush strokes what the first Just Transitions Law textbook might include. The book would no doubt include some statistical evidence about climate change and its current and potential impact on the environment and labor markets, not dissimilar from how labor law texts include labor market statistics to provide the background setting to the legal discussion. In traditional textbook fashion, it would open with a review of the theory, or ‘constituting narrative’, around which the legal field is organized. It would explain that JTL encompasses laws, policies, and norms that promote, steer, or impede the transition towards a lower carbon economy, and that JTL views those laws through the lens of its normative agenda, as described in NC1 thru NC3.

The text then would be divided into legal subject matter. There is considerable room for debate over what materials should be included, and how they should be organized. In Appendix A, I have sketched a rough draft of subject matter that would probably appear in some form, although this is no doubt an incomplete list. The traditional subject matter of labor law would play a prominent
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147 See, e.g., Marion Crain, Pauline Kim, Michael Selmi, WORK LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS, 2nd (2010), chapter 2
role in the JTL text. The protection and creation of good jobs remains an objective of JTL, and labor law is the legal means by which the state promotes good jobs. JTL promotes collective voice and participation by civil society in the setting of transitional goals, and freedom of association and the laws we use to instantiate it are crucial in that regard. In JTL, collective bargaining, while still important, is just one form of collective voice among others. For example, the right to participate and to be consulted about workplace closures, relocations, and economic transitions might extend beyond unions to other groups, such as environmental justice organizations, concerned citizens and community groups, business, and others. JTL would be interested in the legal mechanisms used to ensure and manage the participation of civil society in important decisions relating to the transition process.

Some traditional areas of labor law will take on renewed importance in JTL, or the emphasis within those areas will change. For example, unemployment insurance rules are especially significant in the context of transitioning from one type of economy to another, as many workers will become redundant. Unemployment insurance laws must recognize that jobs are being lost as part of a deliberate government strategy to phase out certain dirty industries, and that the costs of this strategy should be shared across society and not placed primarily on the shoulders of workers. JTL scholars will be interested in how unemployment laws, as well as laws governing access to retraining initiatives, contribute to an equitable distribution of benefits and harms associated with the transition. Pension laws may need to be reviewed and possibly revised, for example to ensure that workers receiving retraining for skills in the new lower carbon economy are not punished in terms of lower contributory earnings, or to permit workers nearing retirement age to bridge their transitions.
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146 See e.g., Canadian Labour Congress, supra note 124: “A necessary foundation for an effective Just Transition program is effective unemployment insurance. An effective unemployment insurance program is one which provides an adequate degree of income replacement, has reasonable qualifying requirements, provides for a benefit period sufficient to support most adjustment needs and is sufficiently flexible to permit recipients to engage in activities relevant to employment adjustment while receiving benefits.”
pensions. A JTL strategy takes a holistic view of labour market participation, and therefore it is not surprising that the European concept of ‘flexicurity’ appears in just transitions discourse.\textsuperscript{149}

However, our JTL textbook will include much more than just the subject matter of traditional labor law. Environmental law will obviously be an important part of the book. The growing numbers of laws that target climate change, often today lumped under the legal category of ‘climate change law’ are of interest to JTL. These include, for example, emissions controls laws, and market-based legal models to discourage greenhouse gases, such as ‘cap and trade’ laws.\textsuperscript{150} These laws form an important part of the legal response to climate change and the strategy to encourage a transition to a greener economy. However, JTL studies these laws through the lens of its theory of justice, emphasizing the extent to which these laws produce or will produce a ‘just transition’.

Other legal fields are also of interest to JTL, including corporate and securities laws. For example, securities laws that require public reporting on environmental and social and labor practices could be relevant in JTL.\textsuperscript{151} The laws that govern shareholder rights, and in particular the right to initiate shareholder resolutions or proxies addressing environmental and labor practices may be of interest to JTL.\textsuperscript{152} Even the rules of corporate chartering, and the potential for governments to condition charters on the advancement of the public good have potential relevance.\textsuperscript{153} Immigration and mobility laws will be important, since they will affect the ability of workers displaced by climate

\textsuperscript{149} UNEP, supra note 1, 291. Flexicurity describes a package of legal reforms that seeks to give employers greater labour force flexibility, while also providing workers with access to policy tools to transition to new jobs over the course of their working lives.
\textsuperscript{150} Dernbach & Kakade, supra note 14; Peel, supra note 62.
\textsuperscript{151} Cynthia Williams, The Securities and Exchange Commission and Corporate Social Responsibility, 112 HARVARD LAW REV. 1197 (1999)
change or economic transitioning to move to the location of new jobs. Land use laws, a traditional focus of the environmental justice movement, will influence the impacts of risks from transition, including decisions about where potentially harmful carbon or pollutants are stored and where new ‘clean’ industries are located, decisions that can have substantial implications for the equitable distribution of risks and benefits associated with the transition. Tax and budget laws create incentives and disincentives during the transition process, as do government decisions on infrastructure and stimulus spending that can either lock the economy into old patterns of high carbon economics or chart a transitional path to a lower carbon economy.

Of course, as with any attempt to persuade readers of the value of new legal categories, advocates of a legal field organized around ‘just transitions’ will need to demonstrate that the exercise is worthwhile. I have argued that JTL would bring together disparate legal fields in an original and potentially useful way by encouraging a cross-disciplinary approach to the complex public policy challenge of how to transition away from high carbon economies while not at the same time sacrificing the economy, employers, workers, communities, and families. That may be too much to ask of a legal field, especially one in its infancy. Yet if governments are to confront climate change, and to use law as a means to facilitate a transition away from high carbon economies, a ‘just transition’ should be the guiding theme. Therefore, regardless of whether JTL rises to the level of a distinct legal field, it is deserving of a prominent place at tables wherever climate change and law are being discussed.
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## Appendix A: A Taxonomy of Just Transitions Law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing Legal Field</th>
<th>Potential Relevance for JTL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Labor Law</strong></td>
<td>The legal field most directly responsible for pursuit of decent jobs, through devices of minimum mandatory standards and collective bargaining.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Employment Standards</td>
<td>Regulates notice and consultation requirements in cases of workplace closures or transitions, and ‘transfers of undertakings’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Collective Bargaining Laws</td>
<td>Promotes collective voice by unions and other worker associations, and employers and employer associations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Unemployment Insurance</td>
<td>Unemployment insurance laws provide economic cushion for temporary joblessness, including through transitional phases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Training and Apprenticeships</td>
<td>Training and apprenticeships rules govern access by workers to opportunities and funding for skills retooling and upgrades.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Occupational health and safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Workers’ compensation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pension laws provide income security to older workers who may lose jobs due to transitions.

OHS laws target unsafe workplaces, including “old” high carbon workplaces and “new” greener workplaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laws targeting climate change are an important means by which governments pursue a transition away from high carbon economies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do these laws promote a transition? Do they promote a ‘just’ transition?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tax, Subsidies, and Budget Laws</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government infrastructure programs and funding that promote ‘green jobs’, or sustain high carbon producing industries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax laws incentivize or discourage behavior relevant to a transition to a lower carbon economy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land Use / Zoning</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Immigration / Mobility Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate and Securities Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>